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Colour array as used for their study of colour naming 
by Brent Berlin and Paul Kay. 

This array is similar to that used in the CBC design studio in Edmonton



Study of relationships between colour names and colour appearance. 
Students chose felt markers that best fit their concepts for each name.  





Colour Map 1978







Subtractive mixture to neutral grey



Additive mixture to white



Painted discs used to find complementary pairs by partitive mixture –
Pairs of discs were interleaved and spun at high speed 

to find combinations where the segments blended to a neutral grey. 



Partitive mixture to grey









Chart to illustrate different 
complementary colour pairs (partners) 

as defined in different ways.



After-image partners Subtractive partners Partitive partners



Albert Munsell Wilhelm Ostwald Johannes Itten
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Grete SmedalBergen Kunsthåndverkskolen



Colour circles and colour triangles marked to indicate 
the hues and nuances of colours in the NCS
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While Munsell’s parameters “value” and 

“chroma” are very useful for visual analysis of 

single colours by interpolation, the NCS 

parameters “blackness” and “chromaticness” 

… seem … more suitable for solving 

problems of colour juxtaposition in 

environmental design. It is not the place here 

to prove this statement. The following hint 

may be enough: the same NCS nuance gives 

to colours of different hues an optimum of 

inner relationship keeping on the other hand 

the natural contrast in value analogous to the 

spectrum. 

Werner Spillmann



Chips from the Munsell Book of Color. 
Same value/chroma: 5/8

Chips from the NCS Colour Album
Same nuance: 3050





Painting by Kirsty Sadler



MUNSELL
Same value and chroma: 5/8

NCS
Same nuance: 3050 
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Exercise in colour transformation by Emma Fletcher
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Sven Hesselgren

HESSELGREN COLOUR SYSTEM



HSB COLOUR PICKER



Manfred RichterDIN COLOUR SYSTEM



HSB COLOUR PICKERDIN COLOUR SYSTEM
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DIN Coloroid NCS



OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
UNIFORM COLOR SCALES



It cannot be otherwise than that these two 

systems, and all others, are sampling the same 

underlying world of color, even if very 

differently. They will without doubt continue 

to coexist because of the different needs  their 

different guiding principles serve. 

Fred BillmeyerMUNSELL NCS



… color solids …

are practical tools. 

… It is really 

beside the point to 

argue about 

whether any one 

of them is correct.

Joy Turner Luke
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